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ABSTRACT
Within the field of aspect-oriented software development,
testing can be discussed in two directions: (1) How can aspect technology help to build testing tools? (2) Which new
requirements does aspect technology used in the system under test impose on the test strategy? In this paper we suggest to discuss both questions in combination. We discuss
some prior work regarding each question and outline a perspective in which the application and also testing tools are
smoothly developed using the same programming language
and without the need for specialized instrumentation tools.
From this perspective we derive some requirements concerning the aspect language used and also concerning the test
method.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past, aspect-oriented techniques have focused on aspect-oriented programming. At present, there are new research areas adressing aspect-oriented software engineering
(AOSE). This includes aspect-oriented modeling and testing. Full synergy can be achieved by aspect-oriented modeling if models are also suitable for model-based testing of
aspect-oriented.
Testing and aspects can be considered from two perspectives. First, aspects can be used for testing systems, generally object-oriented systems. Second, aspect-oriented systems must be tested.
So far, both perspectives have been investigated separately.
In this paper, we look at some of the benefits of discussing
both perspectives together. We present an approach for testing aspects using aspect technology, which raises some questions regarding not only the testing techniques and method
but also the aspect language used.
In Section 2, we present testing problems, their aspect-oriented solution and the requirements for transferring the solution to aspect-oriented programs. We consider two aspect-

oriented languages, AspectJ [2, 10] and ObjectTeams/Java
[14, 8], and examine them with respect to the given requirements. In Section 3, we look at the aspect-oriented fault
model in [1] to define requirements on the testing techniques
used. Finally, in Section 4 we present our conclusions and
give an outlook on future work.

2.

TESTING AS A CROSSCUTTING CONCERN

Using aspect-oriented techniques for testing systems assumes
that testing is a crosscutting concern with respect to the system under test (SUT). If testing is really a crosscutting concern, we should encapsulate all testing functionality in an
aspect. This holds both for testing object-oriented systems
and aspect-oriented systems.
In most cases, testing involves inserting additional code into
the SUT. The new code is tightly coupled with the system
under test and spreads across the whole system. This is
typically known as scattering and tangling. Examples of
crosscutting test code are:
• The SUT must be in a specific state before we can
execute test cases. Normally, initialization and testcase execution are done by test drivers, which need
privileged access to the SUT.
• The answer and state of the SUT must be observed
and a verdict must be derived by a test oracle.
Both test drivers and test oracles must normally be removed
after testing.
Adaptation of the SUT is classically done by automatically
instrumenting the SUT using a specialized tool. Most of the
tools focus on only one instrumentation problem, e.g. control flow coverage. Aspect-oriented programming is more
flexible than classical instrumentation. Aspect languages offer the programmer many options that are otherwise available only when using sophisticated instrumentation tools.
All instrumentation code can be collected in a small number of modules. The instrumentation may cover more than
one problem. Aspects have privileged access to the adapted
implementation, here the SUT. The original source code is
not modified and aspects can easily be removed. Here, we
see the advantages of using a load-time or runtime weaver
instead of a compile-time weaver because deployment is facilitated if compiled code is not modified.

Given these capabilities, an aspect language may replace
much of the technology used in classical instrumentation
tools. Thus, tools are more light-weight and easier to develop. As a result, we envision libraries of testing aspects,
which can easily be adapted to the needs of each specific
project, i.e. a project can define its tailored testing method
and compose the supporting tool suite from such reusable
aspects. For these reasons, there is a lot of research on
aspect-oriented programming for testing (see, for example,
[4, 12, 15, 3, 16]).
On the other hand, using aspects for testing is not yet a
complete solution. Today, aspect-oriented languages do not
allow us to insert code per line or statement which is needed
for, say, source code coverage criteria. A flexible instrumentation technique requires testing tools to support the tester
in all areas covered by traditional testing tools.
If testing is a crosscutting concern, why don’t we try to
transfer successful approaches from the field of object-oriented testing with aspects to aspect-oriented testing? This
means testing aspects with aspects.
Although it may seem easy to transfer object-oriented testing techniques to aspect-oriented systems, we are faced with
several problems. How can we adapt aspect-oriented programs? Will application aspects and testing aspects interfere? Can application aspects be tested by testing aspects?
In the following sections, we outline solutions for testing
object-oriented systems using aspect-oriented techniques.
We then define requirements for aspect-oriented languages
which allow the testing of aspects with aspects.

2.1

Test Oracles

Most of the related work focuses on realizing test oracles
with aspects. Popular approaches are checking pre- and
post-conditions and class invariants [15, 3] and implementing state-based test oracles with aspects [4, 16]. Another
approach focuses on integrating mock objects into the SUT
[12].
Here, we concentrate on checking contracts and states with
aspects, two of our own research topics.

2.1.1

a subtype of the expected type. The rules of subcontracting
ensure exactly this required conformance.
Figure 1 shows this situation. The client only has to ensure the pre-condition of the supertype method, but the
pre-condition of the subtype method must also hold. The
subclass server must ensure its own post-condition but the
client expects the post-condition of the superclass server.
Regarding aspects, the contracts must be extended (see Figure 2). Aspect code should have its own pre- and postconditions. Conceptually, this calls for a chain of checks,
as pointed out in [13]: the checking of a method’s precondition, e.g., has to be split into the client side, where the
pre-condition of the static receiver type is checked and, just
before entering the actual method code, the pre-condition
associated to the dynamic receiver type must be checked.
Between these two checks, an arbitrary number of before
advices may intercept the control flow, each having its own
pre- and post-conditions. These steps are important in order to assign the blame to the right party whenever any
assertion is violated.
The distinction between call and execution join points is an
important step toward weaving assertion checks into the correct points within the control flow. However, adding assertions to an existing aspect by means of an additional testing
aspect reveals a weakness in current join point languages:
these languages (as part of an aspect language) focus on
identifying points in the control flow of ordinary classes.
Support for aspects of aspects is mostly insufficient. Even
the newly introduced keyword adviceexecution of AspectJ
does not provide a complete solution because it does not allow us to attach an aspect to a specific advice. This closely
relates to orthogonality issues as discussed in [7]. The authors critize that new language features of aspect languages
cannot be applied freely to each other. The lack of pointcuts
for a specific advice is an example of this lack of orthogonality.
In ObjectTeams/Java, the situation is simpler because no
distinction is made between method and advice. All aspect
code is written in named methods, too. Thus, there is no
problem with attaching an aspect to a given piece of aspect
code.

Example: Design by Contract

To support testing, a program can be extended by pre- and
post-conditions and class invariants. These parts of a contract between client and server are typically part of the specification and can be checked at runtime. The object-oriented
language Eiffel has built-in support for contracts which can
be checked at runtime. However, such a capability is lacking
in main-stream programming languages. Here, an aspectoriented language can be used to check the pre-condition
before a method is called, and check the post-condition after a method has been executed. Class invariants must be
checked before and after method execution.
When subtype polymorphism comes into play, the contract
of any subclass must ensure substitutability with respect to
its superclass. A client making any assumptions based on
the static type of a supplier must remain valid if a method
call is actually answered by an object whose dynamic type is

2.1.2

Example: State-Based Testing

Aspects can be used to implement statecharts as test oracles
and to integrate them into the SUT. In [4], a statechart hierarchy is flattened before statecharts are integrated into the
system under test. Our approach (see [16]) supports statechart hierarchies without flattening, the history connector,
and parallelism. It does so by using the programming language ObjectTeams/Java, which allows aspects to be activated and deactivated at runtime. We consider dynamic
aspect activation and deactivation as essential for efficient
state-based testing. The capabilities of ObjectTeams/Java
for controlling aspect activation have proved highly suitable
for this task.
If we wish to transfer state-based testing techniques to aspectoriented systems, we first have to specify aspect-oriented
systems with statecharts or other state machines.
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Figure 1: Design by contract in object-oriented systems.
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Figure 2: Design by contract in aspect-oriented systems.

An extension of statecharts by aspects is not needed if we
consider aspects only as a technical realization of a problem and statecharts as a specification of the input/output
behavior with hypothetical states (black-box view). In this
case, we consider statechart models independently of implementations. The work on event-based aspect-oriented programming [6] hints at similarities between aspect-oriented
programming and trigger-action systems1 . Thus, the gap
between statecharts and an implementation may actually
decrease when using aspect-oriented programming. On the
other hand, state machines can be extended by aspect-oriented features, as in the state-based approach to testing
aspect-oriented systems presented in [17]. Since object-oriented statecharts are closely related to object-oriented systems (transitions are triggered by method calls), aspectoriented statecharts can be closely related to aspect-oriented
systems triggering transitions by pointcuts.
The requirements for the aspect-oriented language are similar to the ones defined in the design by contract section
because the state of the SUT must be checked before and
after a state-changing event, generally a method call. So,
again, we need pointcuts of pointcuts and/or advices.

2.2

Test Driver

Besides implementing test oracles, we have experimented
with aspect-oriented test drivers. Our test drivers consist
of two modules: a regular OO program, which establishes
initial states for tests and aspects which perform suitable
tests on an initial state. In our example, the pointcut is
every creation of an object in a class hierarchy. If an object
of the superclass or one of its subclasses is created, it is
tested with the superclass test suite. The test-driver aspects
ensure that only one object of each type is tested.
Similar approaches are possible for testing aspects. Class
hierarchies are similar to aspect cascades. In object-oriented
systems, a server can be accessed by a client of the declared
type or some of its subtypes. A client can access a server
of the declared type or some of its subtypes. In aspectoriented systems, a base object must behave correctly with
or without aspects and an aspect must behave correctly in
all contexts defined by the pointcuts.
One question is: Can we develop test drivers that can test
aspect cascades? A test driver must know which aspects
have already been tested with which base objects. This is
not a trivial problem. We must know which join points are
collected by a pointcut and we must calculate the difference
between all join points and those already executed. And
how can we force the application to execute specific advices,
in particular regarding dynamically activated aspects or aspects depending, e.g., on control flow? A complete aspectoriented control-flow analysis is needed.
1
In [9] we show, how the language ObjectTeams/Java is
extended with guard predicates in order to realize the full
separation into events, conditions and actions (ECA). The
scheme of ECA-triplets has proven useful as part of the statecharts formalism. The same concept can now be applied
even at the programming language level, which we are currently exploring for implementing test-oracles as presented
in [16].

A second question is: What is a minimal criterion for covering aspect-oriented SUT? Is covering all aspects enough, or
must every aspect be tested with all base applications and
the base application with all aspects? In object-oriented
languages, not all possible control flows are tested. In most
cases, we do not test all subclasses on the client side with
all subclasses on the server side. The combinatorial problem of testing is reduced using a fault model or heuristics.
An aspect-oriented fault model is presented in [1] (see Section 3). Heuristics on typical and common faults in aspectoriented systems are not yet available.
A third question is: How can we switch between test initialization and test execution? For this task the capability
to explicitly activate an aspect during program execution
is very handy. In AspectJ, a test driver could switch to
test modus with a cflowbelow pointcut like !cflowbelow(
call(*.testInit*(..)). However, this pointcut would have
to be part of every pointcut used for integrating the testing
aspect. For this kind of switching explicit activation is more
modular.

3.

ASPECT-ORIENTED FAULT MODEL

Requirements for aspect-oriented languages can also be extracted from the aspect-oriented fault model presented in
[1]. There, we find six classes of aspect-oriented faults. Our
question is whether an aspect-oriented language can avoid
the cause of these faults. Increasing the language strength
can reduce failures (much as a typed language reduces type
failures at runtime). We believe that increasing language
strength can help avoid some of the faults resulting from
incorrect aspect precedence or changes in control dependencies. In some cases, the SUT can only be tested if the
aspect-oriented language supports the testing strategy, e.g
faults resulting from incorrect strength of join points.

Incorrect strength of join points. A pointcut can be
specified too strong or too weak. In the first case,
not all necessary join points will be collected. In the
second case, join points are collected that should be
ignored. Faults resulting from the incorrect strength
of pointcuts can be found if we can decide which join
points are already covered by the test (see also the test
driver section in Section 2).
Incorrect aspect precedence. The order of woven aspects can affect system behavior. If aspects are not
independent, an aspect precedence must be defined.
Independent aspects can be executed in any order. In
a program with an undefined aspect order, all aspect
orders may have to be tested. An undefined order
might be acceptable to the programmer, but for testing this opens up new combinations that would have
to be tested. Thus, from the testing perspective, each
program should have an aspect order that can be determined from the program, in order to avoid unnecessary
tests.
Failure to establish expected post condition. The
client of an object does not know that the server is
adapted by one or more aspects. The post-condition
it expects is the post-condition of the server objects

method (see also the design by contract section in Section 2). The problem is similar to subcontracting. The
pre-condition of a subclass’s method must be weaker
than or equal to that of the superclass’s method, and
the post-condition stronger than or equal to that of
the superclass’s method. Thus, in languages like Eiffel,
both pre-conditions are combined by a logical OR, and
both post-conditions by a logical AND. [13] conciders
precisely what implications must hold when combining
contracts of aspects with the contract of the original
method. Thus, the design by contract testing approach
can indeed be extended for aspect-oriented programs.
Failure to preserve state invariants. An aspect has access to attributes of its adapted objects. Access to
attributes can violate state invariants. Here, we recommend a state-based testing approach like the one
presented in [16]. States of the adapted objects have
to be tested without knowledge of aspects.
Testing can, of course, be reduced if static analysis
yields that an aspect only reads but never changes the
state of its base object(s). Thus, the distinction between observers and assistants ([5]) can be of great
help for testing, too.
Incorrect focus on control flow. Often, a decision about
pointcut selection or advice activation is needed at
runtime. Dynamic aspect activation and join point
selection can cause faults that are difficult to find. Although languages with static aspects and static join
point selection have advantages here, we do not want
to restrict our approach to static aspect-oriented languages. Instead, better tools are needed. It already
helps the testing tool if reflection mechanisms exist
that enable a list of active aspects to be obtained for
analysis. In ObjectTeams/Java, for example, such a
capability can easily be constructed by intercepting
all calls to activate and deactivate.
Incorrect changes in control dependencies. When using an around advice, changes in control-flow dependencies can be incorrect, e.g., if a proceed call is lacking. Control-flow analysis can help to avoid or detect these faults. If proceed is not called, the developer should be notified in form of a warning. ObjectTeams/Java generates such a warning if a call of the
base method is missing in any branch of the control
flow within a callin replace method2 . The same
holds for (potentially) duplicate base calls.
The next section summarizes our thoughts on testing aspects
using aspect-oriented techniques and our requirements for
aspect-oriented languages to support testing.

4.

CONCLUSION

We see considerable advantages in using aspects for testing
aspects. Aspect-oriented techniques are well suited when
testing object-oriented systems, so why step back when testing aspect-oriented systems? But to transfer aspect-oriented
testing techniques to aspect-oriented SUTs, we need languages that smoothly support aspects of aspects.
2
A replace method is similar to an around advice in AspectJ.

Requirements for aspect-oriented languages can be summarized as follows:
• A flexible join point language is needed to encapsulate
general testing purposes in one aspect.
• We need join points for advices to instrument aspects
as well. Generally, testing aspects using aspects emphasizes the importance of language orthogonality, as
is discussed in [7].
• Aspect activation at runtime can help to implement
dynamic test support, like state-based test oracles. It
can also help to separate the initialization phase of
testing from actual test execution.
• Reflection mechanisms have to be extended so that
information about actual join points, pointcuts and
advices can be obtained.
• A good control-flow analysis by the compiler can reduce faults resulting from incorrect changes in control
dependencies, e.g. from forgotten proceed statements.
• Code weaving at load- or runtime facilitates deployment of the SUT because it avoids maintaining two
versions of the same software, one with testing aspects
and another without.
ObjectTeams/Java seems to have advantages for testing aspects with aspects because aspects can have other aspects
as their base and explicit aspect activation can be controlled
from within the program. Deployment is facilitated by using
a load-time weaver. See [11] for a successful example of the
use of load-time byte code adaptation for testing. The work
presented uses the same framework —JMangler— as is used
by the runtime enviroment of ObjectTeams/Java.
However, the current version of ObjectTeams/Java does not
yet have a sophisticated join point language like AspectJ.
Thus, AspectJ has advantages for building general test aspects. Also, AspectJ has changed the weaving strategy from
source-code to byte-code weaving. Support for load-time
weaving is emerging, but it is not yet clear how much of the
deployment issue is solved by this technology.
However, neither language supports code instrumentation
per line or statement.
Our future research will focus on investigating better testing techniques based on aspect-oriented programming techniques. We wish to transfer these techniques to both objectoriented and aspect-oriented languages. Our goal is to develop testing tools that support object-oriented as well as
aspect-oriented parts of a system under test.
When analyzing the different goals and requirements of tools
for test instrumentation and current aspect languages, there
is still a chance that full integration of these two techniques
might prove unfeasible. For example, per-sourceline aspects
might not be desirable for general-purpose aspect languages,
but they would be needed for instrumentation using aspects.
In that case, we suggest developing a shared tool platform

that provides the needed low-level facilities. Test instrumentation and aspect languages could then simply be seen
as different front-ends to the same machine. So far, it is
not yet clear whether this common platform would just be a
regular meta object protocol or whether more specific commonalities will prevail.
Despite this question, we believe that aspects can be used
for testing aspects. Applying techniques designed for testing
object-oriented systems to aspect-oriented systems is a step
toward developing testing techniques for aspect-oriented systems. However, some of these techniques must be adapted
to the special features of aspect-oriented programs.
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